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Town hall meeting focused on security
r7 Secretary of the
of
INDepartment
Homeland

\Q Security, panel

Q discuss Seattle

"^defense

Kyle Ford
Managing editor
While students searched for alternative
places to park and some exercised their right
to protest outside the pathway to Campion
Hall,a panel of experts inside the Campion
Ballroomattempted to explain the intricate

problems facing Homeland Security to a full
roomof students, faculty,community members, professionalsand distinguished guests
Tuesday.
Thepseudo-town hallstylemeeting called
Father Stephen Sundborg, SU president answers a question posed by moderator Frank Sesno.
Homeland Security from the Citizens' Perspective featured Secretaryofthe Department can do the most catastrophic damage, to
According to Maj. Gen. Timothy J. university's mission invested in empowering
ofHomelandDefense TomRidge. Additional people and the infrastructure," said Ridge. "In Lowenberg, Chairman of the Homeland Se- leaders through learned discussion,this forun
membersofthe officialpanel includedcom- that sensethey will target a large urban com- curity Committeefor the Adjutants General to speak is exactly the kind of forum SU atmunity representatives familiar with Home- munity thathasthe potentialtodisrupt a great Association of the United States and as tempts to fosterin its education."
land Security and the president of the Coun- deal ofinfrastructure."
HomelandSecurity Advisor to the Governor,
The goal of HomelandSecurity is to balsee
as
one
ance
many
security and freedom, said Patricia
cil for Excellence inGovernment.
Some local authorities
Seattle one Seattle is
of
terrorist threatened
McGinnis,
an
as
as
ofthe
on
because
it
is
corrigreatest
targets
map.
targets
big
along
president and CEOofCouncil for
With issue
Homeland Secuterrorist
the
the central
rity it is difficult to cover all the points in
Seattle Police Chief, R. Gil Kerlikowske dor for commerce.
Excellence inGovernment.
depth in an hourand a half so Frank Sesno, doesn't necessarily view Seattle as a Bulls"Our job is to keep doors open and borSeattle University was chosen to be the
former CNN White House correspondent, eye, but remarked that his office is worried location of the discussionbecause of its Je- ders secure," added Ridge. "'We want to redaily about the threats to public safety. "Of suit education encompassing learning duce andeliminate anxiety, but the very fact
moderated the discussion.
The first issue addressed was why Seattle course we should be worried because that's through questions and discussion.
that citizens are concerned makes us more
was chosen for the sixthand final town hall our job," he added. "We need to dig deeper
"SU is delighted to be asked to host this secure.
than public safety and look at how terrorism event," said Father StephenSundborg, Seattle
meeting discussing this issue.
UniversityPresident. "Delightedbecause ofthe See HOMELAND, Page 3
public safety."
affects
Why Seattle
"Terroris serious business, it is real and it
can and does happen, the goal of this conversation in Seattle is to tie it into the National discussion of Homeland Security,"

Sesno said.
Seattle is a large dynamic port city with
oneof thebusiest airports in the country.
"In a larger sense we are managing risk,
terrorism is unpredictable but what we do
know is terroristslook for targets where they

Patricia McGinis, president and CEO of the Council for Excellence in Government speaks in
front of panelists: (from left) Dr. Delores Gibbons, Renton School District superintendent, Maj.
The Honorable Tom Ridge,
Gen. Timothy Lowenberg, Chairman of the Homeland Security Committee for the Adjutants
Secretary of the Department of General of the United States, Secretary Ridge, and Chief A.D. Vickery, Assistant Chief of OperaHomeland Security.
tions for the Seattle Fire Department.

A recommended rental:
Whole Ten Yards doesn't
measure up

Pre-med junior wins first
Truman Scholarship in
history of SU Science and
Engineering School
p 3
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SU Security Report
took a report from a student whohad received
verbal threats over the telephone. The threats
werebeing made bysomeone the victimknows
and is not associated with the university. The
victimalso reported the threats incident to the
Seattle Police.

Drugs and doorways
gynday 3/28
CPS staff on patrol at approximately
7:30 p.m. came upon two male transients consuming alcohol in the doorway of a university warehouse. The individuals wereidentifiedandasked not
to consume alcohol in the doorway of a
university building.

Scarf snatching
3/30
At approximately 10 a.m. CPS officers received a theft report from a staff person in
Stop calling
HunthausenHall. The employee reported haySu,n4ay 3/28
At approximately 10 p.m. CPS staff ing left a blue, green, and turquoise silk scarf
Tuesday

I

in a gift box, which was placed under her desk on or
about March 5, The scarf was discovered to be missing
about March 9 and reported acouple weeks later when
the victimcould not locate the missing item.
Can you spare a spare?

CPS staff took a report of a stolen spare tire at approximately Ip.m. The victim reported parking their
vehicle on the sth floor of the 1lthandEast James garage and upon returning, discovered the spare tire on
the back of theRanger Rover had been taken. The tire
was valued at approximately $175.

SU New Venture Plan Competition

Invest $5,000
EntrepreneurshipInvestment Dollars

"
"
"

Help select the $500

Community Choice winner.

Not the best AprilFool's prank

Choose from among a dozen businesses trying to
entice you to invest in them.
Help the community while helping your classmates.

CPS staff discovered a male individual lying in the
Broadway&East Marion campus entrance at about 6:45
a.m. When the person was contacted and asked to move
from the entrance he refused. CPS staff requested the

Tuesday, April 13
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Student Center 160

Date:
Time:
Room:

individual move again and asked him for some
identification. The individual continued to refuse cooperation and SPD was notified. The individual gave a
false name to the police and was subsequently taken to
the precinct to be identified.

Admission: A non-perishable food item or
some change to donate to Northwest Harvest.
Open to students, faculty, staff, alumni, and guests.
Presented by The Entrepreneurship Center
Phone: 206-296-5730
E-mail: ec@seattleu.edu
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At approximately 3 p.m. CPS staffreceived acall from
a RAregarding theodor ofmarijuana inaMurphy Apartment unit. CPS andResident Life staffknocked on the
door but there was no response. The resident life supervisor announced entry to the spaceandfound no one
present. CPS and the supervisor observed a small bag
of marijuana on the table and a number ofbottles with
attachments apparently to smoke something with. Some
rolling papers were also found on the table. The incident was forwarded to the student conduct system.
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Smoke in Sullivan
At approximately 8 a.m. CPS communications center
received news of a fire alarm sounding from Sullivan
Hall.CPS staffpatrolling on an upper floor responded
down to the fire panels and came upon smoke throughout the northwest area of the first floor. The building
was evacuated and SFD notified. CPS staff found the
smoke coming from an elevator mechanical room. A
number ofSFD unitsarrived and investigated the source
of the smoke. The belts onan elevator motor were found
to be splintered and burned due to friction.The building areas impacted were ventilated and the building
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Student awarded $26,000 scholarship
Kate Opatz
Staff Writer

The Harry S. Truman Scholarship Foundation, was established in 1975 as a fed-

Somehow, Phuong Luu is so genuine and

warm that you know her quick smile isn't a
result of her recent $26,000 prize. Luu's true
devotion to her future career in medicine assures you that she is more than deserving of
theTruman Scholarship andwillusethemoney
to its full potential.
Luu, a junior biology major and the only
winnerfrom Washington state,is one of77 students nationwide to receive the award. The
prize includesa Washington Institute Program
during the summerofhersenior year. Luuhas
chosen to be an intern at theNational Institute
of Health, a position which will correspond
with her planned career in the Minority Disparity Department oftheInstitute.
Luu beganthescholarshipprocessearlier this
year after beingnominated by Seattle U as a
potential recipient,one of 600 nominees nationwide. She begantheapplicationprocedure,
whichincluded writing a policy on a problem
facingsociety. Luu discussedchildless adults
whoare uninsured,anissue which sheintends
to spendher life addressing.
InFebruary,Luu discovered that she wasone
offive finalists from Washington, which ledto
a trip to Denver onMarch 19 for an interview
with a panel ofvarious public service people.
Luumusthavemade apositiveimpression, be- ,
cause a recent phone call from Fr. Sundborg
informed her that she had become the eighth
TrumanScholar ever from Washington. The
first thingshedid whenshefound out? "Icalled
my parentsright away!" says Luu.

HOMELAND

eral memorial to President Truman. The
awards are merit-based scholarships for
college students who plan to pursue careers
in government or public serviceand who
want to attend graduate school in order to
prepare for their careers.
Last year's Washington winner,Dominic
Draye, was also an SU student. A recipient of a Truman Scholarship is selected as
aresult of their grades, activities and potential to succeed in a public service career. They must show devotion to making
a "seismic change" with policies. Luu
plans to focus on the disparity of health
care for minorities in comparison with that
of the rest of the country.
Luu's qualifications for the award are impressive. A member of theHonors Program,
sheis also thePresident ofHabitat for Humanity at SU, an officer of thePre-Health Club, a
member of AlphaSigmaNu, the Science Editor of the SU Journal for Undergraduate Research, and a volunteer at Harborview MedicalCenter intheInternational MedicineClinic.
"Idon'thave a social life." explains Luu with
a laugh.
Luuis familiar with seeingtheresults ofher
hard work and skilled time management. She
isalso a SullivanScholar, aWashingtonPromise Scholar, and a Gates Millenium Scholar.
Luu describes her life plan with a confidence that leaves with no doubt that she will
accomplish everygoal. She will earna M.D.
at the University of Washington, followed
by a Master's ofPublic Health at Harvard.

When Luuhas obtainedher degrees,she inLuu emphasizes the key role played by
tends work in the public health sector, ide- Seattle U professors in her success.
ally at a freeclinic. Sheintends to work her
"Icouldn't have succeeded without the
way from the KingCounty HealthBoard to support andguidance of professors at SU,"
theNational Institute ofHealth.
she says.
Luuissomeone you
would wantto have on
your side during a
time when you are
faced with a medical
issue. She is sincere,
well-spoken,and selfassured. While she is
clearly proud of her
success,sherefuses to
take full credit, "Ibelieve that me receiving the scholarship
speaks to the caliber
of education at SU,"
says Luu.
Winning the scholarship has influenced
Luu's future plans
and "broadened my
views of my owncapabilities," she says.
While she used to
focus on individual
health problems, the
Truman award has
made her think on
"more of a national
level"and toconsider
William Hurt
policy changes as a
Phuong
Luu
is
one
of
77
nationwide
scholars
furthering
the
way of
causes shebelieves in. to receive the Truman Scholarship this year.

{continuedfrom Page 1)

"We are a nationofimmigrants,"
emphasized the secretary. "Part of
Homeland Security's goal is to
maintain an open, welcoming and
diverse culture as Americans."
"Our view is anything we do in
relation to security affects
homeland security," added Dr.
Delores Gibbons, Superintendent
in the Renton School District.
Individual rights
Manypeople at the meeting were
concerned with the appearance of
limiting personal rights and due
process of the law.
"Peopleinmy age group feel the
chances of getting hit bylightning
are greater than becoming a
casualty in a terrorist act, in fact
they are probably more afraid of
Homeland Security and thePatriot
Act than they are of terrorism,"said
PaulThomas, a recent SU graduate.
"How can you explain this?"
According to a Hart Research
Associates and Coldwater
Corporation survey on Homeland
Security, Americans treasure their
freedoms,but alsorealize thatsome
sacrifices must be made to ensure
security, said McGinnis.
"We're really looking into what
people are willing to give up to
ensure freedom andthe majority of
the people are willing to give up
personal information for security."
"At the endof the day we don't
want to infringe on individual
freedoms," Ridge added "Wehave
to realizethat combatingterror is a
new war and a reality inAmerica."
Drug enforcement agents are
allowed leeway in search and
seizure and at the same time are
subject to judicial review. Ridge
believes that the same authority
should be given to officers

fighting terrorism.
"Right now we're generating
historical and legal precedent, the
issues are multi-dimensional and
need to be balanced with the
public'sright to know,"Ridge said.
Closely related to personal
freedoms was the issue of racial
andethnic profiling.
"Iwas glad to hear theypreached
a message of tolerance of not
singling out Muslims. Homeland
security is not about race or
ethnicity it's about security," said
senior Jason Allenberg, public
affairs. "Secretary Ridge seemed to
believe that and that was an
important factor to me."
Technology andCyberSecurity
In today's tech-savvy society,
especially inSeattle, a major aspect
of our lives are dependent on
computers and exploiting new
ways to use technology to create
safer and more efficient forms of
security and notification.
The biggest concern for
computer security is theindividual
user said Ridge. So raising
computer awareness is important.
But there is a realization that people
aren't going to keep up with
security unless it's made easy for
them.
"As we dig into these kind of
technologicalproblems werealize
that people aren't going to do the
work to maintain security on their
home systems," said Steve
Ballmer, Chief Executive Officer,
Microsoft Corp. "One ofthe things
we'retrying to do is educate people
and at the sametimemake security
convenient for the user."
One of the biggest issues facing
parents is knowing what to do
when their children are at school

when disaster strikes.

Dr. Delores Gibbons, Renton readit.

A portion of thisissue is rooted
in preparedness, but a second
question
technical
is
communication.
"We're working ona systemthat
sendsparents informationin a giant
burstin the event ofan emergency
telling parents the status of their
childrenand what they shoulddo,"
Ballmer said. "It'sworking well in
the prototype in Texas and we're
getting ready to implement it in
other cities across the nation."
Of course, that sort of
information works in both
directions saidChiefA.D. Vickery,
Assistant Chief of Operations for
the Seattle Fire Department. "It is
important that we provide the
appropriate message."

SchoolDistrict superintendent.
Terror Alerts
Along with being prepared,
attendees wanted to know what
specifically they were supposed to
do during "Heightened Terror
Alerts."
"Like you, when Ihear the sky
is falling Iwant to know where, at
the same time an elevated terror
warning is a pre-warning and
preventative measure," said
Vickery "We get intelligence and
follow prescribed procedures to
head off a possible attack."
Whatit meansinpractical terms
for the average person is to be
aware of his or her surroundings,
Ridge elaborated. "If you see
something suspicious like an
unattended bag, tell someone."
There were several pointed
questions that had no real answers
such as one from a student who
askedwhatis being done to prevent
terrorism at its heart before it
begins. "I mean what about 20
years from now when the children
ofthepeople wekilledgrow upand
perhaps want revenge ontheU.S.?"
Ridge answered: "One myth is
that of the disadvantaged terrorist,
whatis happening inreality is very
richpeoplehijacking a religion for
their own purposes. We are
attempting to empower people to
democracyand to be tolerant."
The meeting was not without its
surprises,including a student who
staged a silent protest by standing
onhischair witha gag inhismouth
holding a sign reading something
to theeffect that Homeland security
equals death to democracy. The
sign was ripped out of his hand
before many in the audience could

Preparedness

Even though the panelists were
there to answerquestions,theyhad
a few questions of their own.
One was how prepared the
audience was for a catastrophic
event. With every chair inthe room
filled, very few hands went up.
Theconclusion seemed to match
the panel's perception. "We are
trying toclosethe communications
gap for security awareness,
unfortunately, the government is
not all that great atmarketing," said
McGinnis explainingthe reasonfor
and solution to the lack of hands
displayed at this and previous town
hall meetings. "It's a real eye
opener for me to seehow weneed
to close the communication gap."
"We do a lot of communicating
with parents about disaster
preparedness within the schooland
what to do in an emergency, but
unless there is an issue most people
don't pay attention,"addedpanelist

Sesno chided the protestor,
sayinghe'd get his chance to voice
his questions when the time came.
Ridge commented on the
protestor's First Amendment rights
at work.
Closing comments
At the conclusion of the
discussion,panelists weregiven the
opportunity to share some last
thoughts.
"Don'tlet politics get in the way
of preparedness," suggested
Vickery "Focus on being
prepared."
"I'dlike toremind everyone who
has issues with thePatriot Act that
they can review it and make
suggestions for change inarevision
when the current Patriot Act
Expires," McGinis said.
Thelast word went to Secretary
"It is uniquely American to
have differing viewpoints and
conflicting opinions but I'd like
to state that if you had the
information Ireceive on a daily
basis you would see that the
threat is real," he said.
"1 feel privileged to participate
inthe discussion here today. Itruly
believe as we combat and defeat
terrorism we will come out a
stronger,betterand safer America."
The event was sponsored by
Microsoft, arranged by the Council
for Excellence inGovernment and
hosted by Seattle University. For
more information about the
Council For Excellence In

Government, visit

www.excelgov.org.
People interested in learning
more about computer security can
go to www.staysafeonline.com
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SEE WHAT EVERYONE IS TALKINGABOUT:
The Seattle University Official Ring Collection

Now is the time to order your class

ring andbecome part of the tradition.

*

You are invited to a special ring premier event:
The Student Center, Hearth Side
Monday, April 12 from B:3oam-2pm
Tuesday, April 13 from 10-2pm

Orders placed during the premier
event wju receive a special gift with
purchase
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Fr. Sundborg appoints Executive Vice President
Kevin Curley
Staff Writer
Fr. Sundborg, with the approval of the Board of

Trustees, appointed former Provost John Eshelman as
Executive Vice President on March 22. Eshelman will

relieve Fr. Sundborg from the day-to-day administration duties and allow him to focus more time on the
ongoing capital campaign.
Since the beginning of the school year, Fr.
Sundborg's schedule has been overfilled with meetings with potential financial donors, community leaders, school administrators, and student commitments.
Fr. Sundborg's devotion to the students was strained
due to his commitment to the capital campaign and
his devotion to the administration. He believes appointing John Eshelman as an Executive Vice President will help him spend more time with the students
and the capital campaign.
Eshelman has been with the University for 35 years
and has served as Provost for 17 years. Eshelman began his teaching career at Seattle University as a professor of economics in 1969. Helater went on to spend
10 years as the Dean of the Albers School of Business
and Economics until his transition to the central administration wing. Although it has been almost 20
years since he last taught, Eshelman is planning to step
down from his new job in 2005 and returnto teaching.
"I plan to take a brief sabbatical during the summer,
and then return as an economics professor for the fall
2005 quarter," Eshelman said.

The Executive Vice President will oversee University planning, address issues of academic excellence,
enrollment issues, enhancing a student's experience,
and be in charge of fiscal management.Another duty
passed on to Eshelman that affects the leadership chain
is that the Provost and the Vice Presidents will report
directly to him,instead of the President's office.
"The University is fortunate tohave a person as experienced as John (Eshelman) to take on this responsibility and Iam deeply grateful for his willingness to
do so," Fr. Sundborg said.
Eshelman has filled thisrole previously under former
University President, Fr. Sullivan,(1976-1996). During the last capital campaign, Eshelman held the position of Executive Vice President for two years.
Filling the vacant Provost position is former Associate Provostand Vice President of Planning, Dr. Susan Seeker. Fr. Sundborg had considered advertising
the openposition, but deemed it necessary to establish a replacement as soon as possible.
"I did not think it wise to have the University served
by an acting Provost or to be in a search mode when
the immediate challenges and opportunities, particularly in the academic area, are so demanding," Fr.
Sundborg explained in a letter to faculty and staff.
Dr. Seeker believes that as Provost, she will be able
to continue to provide the strongest academic experience to Seattle University students. During her 15
years with Seattle University, Dr. Seeker has initiated
many new academic programs and has been an advocate for academic excellence.

"I want to be able to provide all the resources that
produce a quality education that is second to none,"
Dr. Seeker said.
This change is also being viewed as a challenge for
the University community. Tim Leary, Vice President
of Student Development, believes that the creation of
the Executive Vice President is good for the University, but that an effort needs to be made by other staff
members to keep the President connected with students. He went on to say that it is up to the vice presidents and core administration to keep up with student
needs.
"This new leadership organization is a good opportunity for the central administration,"Leary said. "It
will provide the Executive Vice President, the Provost,
and the Vice Presidents to work as a team and create a
positive change for the University."
Fr. Sundborg emphasized that the changes made are
a result of his dedication to the University students,
faculty, and staff.
"Creating the Executive Vice President position will
allow me to spend the required amount of time with
the capital campaign and still have time to fulfill my
roll as President of this University," Fr. Sundborg said.
He went on to explain how his interaction with the
students will still be a main priority.
"My time on campus, spent talking with students,
gives me the motivation that Ineed to promote our
capital campaign," he added. "The money that we are
trying to raise will allow our school to become the
premier private university in the Northwest."

Film and discussion series
|
explores the 'Seattle Syndrome'
MeganLee

SrqffWriter
With global discussion about globalization the
Sullivan LawSchool's Centeron Corporations,Law
& Events is hosting a series of film and discussion
eventsaddressingpoigniaht issues, suchas globalization. A discussion on April 1 centered on the phenomenon beingdubbed the"Seattle Syndrome."
TheSeattle Syndrome isnickname givento anallianceofliberals andprotectionists who wantmorerestrictions on trade to fight poor wages,exploitative
workingconditions,and environmental degradation.
Some see Seattle, like Berkeley, as an epicenter of
radical egalitarianism.
Theeventbeganwiththe20-minute film,"TheSeattle
Syndrome," which ispart ofthe30-partdocumentary seriescalled "Life,"producedby TelevisionTrust for the
EnvironmentThefilmdepictedscenesofprotesters,talkingheads, internationallabor leadersand examinedhow
many peoplein undevelopednations feel when they face
drasticimport controls for turning theirrawmaterials into
manu&ctured goods.

VisitingprofessorTayyasMttrunudrrKxierftteduwrxjst-

fOmdiscussion.
He took the podium with a bottle of water and announced he'd justpaid $2.19 for it.Heexplained how
thatis globalization-paying $2.19 forwhat makesup 75
percentoftheplanet.Then,heexplainedwhathebelieves
is at therootofthe globalizationissue:centralization,hornogenizationand modificationofperformance.
"Ourpassionhas tobesustainability,"Mahmudemphasized. "Where do we come in? What are our re-

sponsibilities?"

Mahmud gaveabrieflectureon the impact andhistory of the globalization and neo-liberal structuring,
in whichhe statedthatthenewsmedia is not the soluI tionbut the problem-corporatemedia-and weneed to
findothersources.
Participants asked various questions suchas: Whatis wrong with globalization? Do people planrevolution? Didglobalizationbegin before Columbus, with
the SilkTrade? What about globallegislation suchas
with the clothing[sweatshop] issue?
Mahmudfielded thequestionsdeftly anddiscussed
the viewpoints andpointedout that"when youare on
theshortend ofthestick youget sickofpeople telling
youhow goodthe stick is for you."

He added later, 'If paying $2.19 for water is bad
what about whenyou have topay for*air?"
Mahxnud saidafterward thathe enjoyed the lively
discussionand looks forward to participating in the
upcoming discussion on globalization, but he won't
have the opportunity to participateinanother discussion for the Center on Corporations,Law &Events.
Theupcomingconfrence "DebatingGlobalization:
AnInterdisciplinary Dialogue" willbe atwo-day SU
event,beginningFriday,April 16.A plethoraofspeakersandpanels will bediscussing globalizationissues,
such as "Defining Globalization: A Faculty
Roundtable, "Media & Globalization," "Corporate
Globalization," "Globalization and Pedagogy," and
more.For informationabout theadgendago to http:/

Avww.law.seattleu.edu/ccls/globalization/agenda.pdf.
"Thefilm tiesinwiththeconference,"mentionedDana

Gold,Center for Corporations,Law & Society director,

whoorganized the film and discussion series."Globalizationmeans different things todifferent people.Some
peopleseeitasagoodthingsomeseeitasabad thing.To
some it means anti-globalization, Some people think it
has alwaysbeenaround.This fijrumgivespeopleachance
todiscussit"
Gold, aneast coastnative,sees Seattle as a veryprogressive town and amigrant town, She believes people
are here because they have chosen to behere: for the
quality of life, theenvironmental awareness and forsocialreasons.She also realizesSeattlehas agreathistory
of organizedlabor amiishome to someof the biggest
multinational corporations in the world Thisis where
shefeels the syndrome stemsfrom, the juxtapositionof
ideals.
After the discussion,a dozenor so of the forty
pluspeople inattendance stayed after to talk.They
clustered around debating issues and recalling
Seattle's 1999 WTOriots.
"Ithink the talk went very well,it was very informative and itis better with more diverse opinions,"
saidDavid Turtle,first-year law student "Iwas atall
four days oftheWTOriots,itwasscary but exciting.
Iwas justangry thatthemedia focusedonthe wrong
became moreinterestedinlathing, butafter WTOI
borunions."
Gold mentioned that this discussion was good
but itbarely scratched the surface ofthe globalization issue. She looks forward to more discussions
in the future.

Christa Holmes, a freshman majoring in international business,buses tables at Ginger Lime
Restaurant on 12th Avenue last Sunday. Ginger
Lime helped the ASSU Freshman Council raise
money for freshman class activities and the Valley
of the Angels Orphanage in Guatemala.
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Swim team places 13th Ultimate not as easy as it looks
& 17th at National meet Staff
MadeleineHottman
Writer

Megan Lee
ley relay.
The women earned Ail-American considStaff Writer
erationin four other relays and two individual
Over spring break 10 Redhawk swimmers events. Gall received All-American considparticipated intheNational Swim Meet,held eration in the 100-yard butterfly on ThursonWednesat the Erie Community College Flickinger day and in the 50-yard freestyle
day.
Center inBuffalo, New York.
Whenit wasall over, the Redhawk women
Five menand five women representedSefinished
13th overall with 69 points and the
attle University in 13 individual events and
finished
17th with47 points.
men
five relays. This was the team's second year
Competing
on this level was exciting for
level,
competing at theNCAA II
but its first
the team.
sending
year
Ball, who received
women.
meet
"The
NCAA
All-American
consid"The NCAA nacouple
eration
in
a
like
tional meet is
is like
at one
competed
events,had
being at one of the
most
on the national level
professional
most
in
club swimming
events
athletic
around;
stanevents
previously
andadded
around; the stanto the intensity.
dards
are
very
are
dards
Swimmers placing
tough," explained
Coach CraigMallery first
through eighth
Head Coach Craig
:
receive
an automatic
Mallery.
placand
swimmers
standing
Ail-American
The Redhawk men were represented by
alsoeligible
sixteenthare
ingeighth
through
seniors Tim Collins and Rui Ewald, junior
Ryan Denzer, and sophomores Cori Bemis for points.
Besides a few parents and Mallery, the
and Jesse Shelton.
team
alsobrought along Anne Carragher,Asrepresentedby
The Redhawk womenwere
sociateDirector
ofAthletics.She wasa great
Fischbach,
juniors Rachel
senior Elise
didn't recover her voice for
cheerleader
and
Gallagher,
and freshDiPasqualeand Marion
over
week.
a
at
men Lindsey Gall and Erin Matthew na"Iwas veryproud,"Carragher said. "It was
tionals.
quite
an adjustment to go to Buffalo, New
event
grueling
four-day
The
hours of the
York,
but we had a good time. The amphibegan March 10. Each day the team began
swimming at about 8:30 a.m.in the prelimi- theater around the pool was filled with fans
naries,swam allmorningstoppingonlyfor a and we were all up in the stands cheering."

__

national
being
of the
professional athletic
the
very tough,"

-

quick afternoon nap, then back to the pool
for finals, whichlasteduntilabout 10:30 p.m.
In the 400 meter free-relay Collins,
Denzer, EwaldandShelton placedeight with
a timeof 3:06.08. Collins alsoreceived All-

America consideration witha 14th-place finish in the 100-yard freestyle, with a time of
46.24 seconds and placed 15th in the morning preliminaries to advance to the evening
finals session.
The Redhawk women earned All-American as DiPasquale,Gallagher, Fischbach and
Gall took 13th place with atime of3:35.16.
Gallagher was an honorable mention AllAmerican in the 200-yard breaststroke, finishing 16th with a time of 2:27.56.
"It was a really good experience," said
—
Matthew. "Makingit there wasincredible
and hanging out with the team."
Themen capturedtwo other All-American
considerations inrelayevents duringthe fourday meet. On Thursday, the Redhawk men
earned honorable mention in both the 200-yard freestyle relay and the 400-yard mcd-
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Marushia.He started theclubhis sophomore
year because he played in high school and
wanted to continue playing.
"It's really fun-oriented, and anyone can
join,"Marushia saidof the club."I'mcompletely inlove with it,but sick of the competitive attitudes that people canhave."
SU's club was small when it first started,
buthas gradually gainedpopularity.According to Marushia,the club is currently going
strong.

Ultimate is similar to soccer, but using a
flying disk and there are no referees. The
playersfollow anhonor systeminwhich they
call penalties on themselves. No contact or
screens are allowed,but itis stillconsidered
anintense game.
"The game part of Ultimate is hard, fastpaced,endurance testing,challenging and,in
my case, intense enough tobe injury-prone,"
saidjuniorEcological Studies major Monica
Maggio."However,Ultimate can belaidback
and relaxed it depends on what kind of
"l'd say we're pretty darn diverse we
peopleare playing.Youcan dinkaroundbarefoot on a sunny afternoon withfriends or go have freshmen without aclue tograd students

—

—

all-out

—

cleats

in the pouring rain

who could

aspect of it, as Ultimate requires the
player to run, throw,

catch and strategize.
"Mostly the ultimate group is pretty
laid back. Some of us
are more athletic than
others. Some of us
never work out.Ilove
that in each ultimate
game it's possible to
runbetween three and
five miles,"said senior
Political Sciencemajor
Victoria Thomas.
Despite difficult
rules and differences it
has from other sports,
Ultimate onlyrequires

William

Hurd

Leslie Dunham, a freshman
biology major, throws a
frisbee in front of the
Lemieux Library on a recent
afternoon.

Baldenweck said.
"I'd like to emphasizehowunilaterally
welcoming everyone is.Ican't think
of anyone I've met
through Frisbee I
didn't instantly like.
They are all warm
and supportive."
Formoreinformation on Ultimate in
the Seattle area,
www.discnw.orghas
rules, information
about local clubs,
and forumsfor questions about the sport.
Formoreinformation on the college
Ultimate clubs
around the country,
www.upa.org has
links to other college
clubs and other levels of play as well.
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The founder of the Ultimate Frisbee club
at SU is seniorEcological Studies major Scan

"Nextyear wewillreturn withmore expe- many students find to
Ultimate is the athletic

rienceand less unknowns," Mallerysaid. "We
willhave more tools in our arsenal to competewith.There is nothing magical about our
success it's qualified."
Spring training began again this week;
boasting one of the longest seasons of any
sport. They will have an exhibition meet toward the endof their spring season, then the
regular season willbegin again inOctober."
Mallery, whohas coachedsincethe team's
relatively new inception seven years ago
seems to enjoy coaching the swim team at
SU.Over thelast sevenyears his teams have
quietly wonmore than 100 All-Americans
honors.
"The best thing was the experience we
gained from being there," said Ewald. "Experience for next year and experience for
—
life experiencing the pressure. Ihavebeen
to nationals before in Brazil but never in
America. It was really intense."

-1* Jtr*
■

Imagine a sport without anyreferees, rules
that say funis required andinvolves throwing a flyingdisk.
This sport is Ultimate, which has a cultlike following among many Seattle Univer-

ingand throwingareharder thanyou'dthink,
but not so hard that you can't pick it up if
you try. It's like a lot of other sports; stick
with it and do your best. Even if you don't
shinelike aburningbeacon,you'll geta high
five andleave feeling goodabout yourself,"
said freshmancreative writingmajor Eleanor
Baldenweck.
SU's club is involved in a spring league
that participates in tournaments every few
weeks. One was at Gonzaga University
March 13, and another tournament,
sectionals, willbeheld April 24 and 25 and
could qualify the team for the regional tournament, followed by national tournamentin
Burlington, Washington during Memorial
Day weekend. On amore regular basis, the
SU club plays pick-up games Sunday afternoons and at9in theeveningon Mondays at
the Connolly Center astro-gym.
"Our springleague is justabout tostartand
games areplayedon Sunday atSandpointand
MagnusonParks.We alsoplay whenever it's
sunny outside, usually at 3:30 or 4 on the
green next to Pigott. Everybody is welcome
to come," Whitwell said. "Ultimateis a great
sport that gives you the chance to get outside
and play withfriends whenever you want."
Ultimate is easily accessible for a large
group of people it appeals to people who
are super-athletic andthose who just want to
beoutside. As aresult,manypeople fromdifferent age and social groupsparticipate regu-

Joe Ke"y
Direct200-494-9123
Toll Frwe: 800-938-602

F «*; 2oe-933-ee»4
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Spring sports off to good start
MadeleineHottman

Edmonds, Washing-

Staff Writer

ton, on April 27. The

Spring sports are in full
swing at Seattle University
as the teams enter their first
monthof the season.
Men'sand women's track
and field had the Spring
Break Open, the Stanford
Invitational and the Western
Ralph
Washington
Vemaccia Team Classic.
Courtesy of SUAthletics
Women's softball had
Kelly
Fullerton
games against Portland
29th in the
placed
University,
Western
State
and
University,
Washington
Stanford Invitathe Easton Tournament of tional.

meet was

Western Washington

held

at

Western Washington
in
University

withsevenruns against HawaiiPacific
University.
"Overall we are playing very well
and have competed with everyone in
our league," said coach Dan Powers.
"We are insecond place in the GNAC
conference and hope to carry our good
start through the rest of the month. We
have 25 games in the month of April
and wehope to stay the course."
Some players whohave performed
well in the first weeks of the season
include senior CarrieWard, whoishitting in the top 10 for batting average
and slugging percentage, and senior
Sarah Carrier who is hitting over.300
and had a 10 game hitting streak this

Bellingham, Washington.
SU's softball team
played at Portland
State University
March 24ina double
header which the
Redhawks split, winning the first game
with eight runs, and
losing the last game
in five innings due to season.

rain.
In a double-header
The track and field teams sent seniors
Kelly Fullerton, Matt Blame, and K.J. against Western WashLoreth, a senior journalismmajor, to the ingtonUniversityplayed
StanfordInvitational April 26and 27. The at SU's Logan Field, the
invitational draws some of the best ath- Redhawks had their first
league lossin a split with
letes each year.
Fullerton posted the bestNCAA Divi- Western Washington. SU
sion II time in the 3000-meter steeple- won the first game with
chase at 11:05.10 at the Stanford meet. 4 runs, while Western
Her time placed her 29th. Blameplaced Washingtonhad two runs
29th in the 400-meterhurdles with a time in the sixth inning ofthe
of 55.5 seconds. Blame is an automatic second game for the win.
GNAC qualifier in that event and holds , In the EastonTournaCourtesy of SU Athletics
the third best time in the league. Loreth ment April 2 held at California
State
University,
the
a
Sarah Carrier is
placed 29th in 400-meter dash with
timeof50.81 seconds, whichis a GNAC the Redhawks lost game hitting over .300
provisional qualifying time and the fifth four against Chaminade
University but came for the Redhawks
best in the league.
this season.
The Spring Break Open was held in back to win game eight
Champions.

REDHAWKS
SPORTS &

LEISURE
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Junior LizMeyeris
hitting over .400 and
in the top five in several hitting categories,sophomore Erin
Kemper, whohas a6-2 pitching record including three wins at
our tournament last
weekend, and freshman Katie Ledbetter
who is hitting over
.350 including a
game-winning tworun homer against St.
Martin's.
The women's softball team is ranked
sixth in the NCAA II
West region andis 5-1 intheGNAC.

Thursday. April 8"1
Softball vs. Humboldt State (away)
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Conditioning 4:30-5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Yoga 4:30-5:45 p.m. @ Multiuse Room
KyokushinKarate 7:15-9 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
Kung Fu 6-7:30p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Friday. April 9th

Beat L.A.? Not this time around
Austin Burton
Opinion Editor
Forget what ESPN'sNBA Expert of the Day says; basketball canbe really simple sometimes. You don't need a fiveyear tutelage under Bobby Knight to know that while Yao
Ming is a talented player, a lot of his success comes from
being taller thaneveryoneelse.Or that the Sonics don't win
mostly because they don't guard anyone.
And as the playoffs approach,predicting which team will
win the 2004 NBA championship is just as simple. TheLos
Angeles Lakers willwin the NBA titlebecause,simply, they

have the best collection of players on the planet.
The NBA season looks reminiscent of the recently-completedNCAAmen's basketball season. At the endofthe '03
tournament, as soon as Carmelo Anthony said he was leaving Syracuse to go pro,everyone picked UConn to win the
title.Why? Because they had the best collectionof talent.
But during the regular season,after theHuskies lost a few
games, after other teams ran offundefeated streaks, and after UConn star Emeka Okafor got injured, the expertsjumped
on different bandwagons, be it St. Joe's, Oklahoma State or
Gonzaga. But as March Madness came closer to an end, it
was clear who thebest team inthe country was.TheHuskies
had just one close game the entire tournament before taking
Georgia Tech apart in Monday'schampionship game. In the
end, everything that wassaid in thepreseason came fullcircle.
During this past NBA offseason, it was the same thing.
After signing Gary Payton and Karl Malone, and after
Shaquille O'Neal promised to come back fully healthy and
inshape,the expertsand fans allbut handed the trophy to the
Lakers before training camp even started.
But then the distractions came.Kobe Bryant went toColorado for knee surgery and came back with a rape charge.
Thenhe and Shag started anotherpublic feud. Karl Malone,
theNBA's version of the Maytag Man, missed time with an
injury. Then Shag got hurt and Paytonstarted complaining
about hisminutes and Coach Phil Jackson's system.
Notto mention, other teams werelookingreallygood.The
Timberwolvesstarted out withthe bestrecord inthe West, as
Kevin Garnett suddenlybecame thebest player in the League.
The Spurs overcameearly seasonstruggles tolook liketheir
old selves. The Kings looked like a championship-caliber
team without their best player, so you assumed they'd be
unstoppable withhim.TheMavericks stockpiledenough scor-

Kyokushin Karate 6-8 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

ers (Dirk Nowitski, Steve Nash, Michael Finley, Antawn
Jamison, Antoine Walker) to beat anyone in a shootout despite the fact thattheir defenseis almost as bad as the Sonics.
And in the East, the Pacers and Pistons showed that they
wouldn't be pushovers come timefor the Finals.
But just when it looked like the Lakers might not live up
to the preseason hype, they ran off an 11 -game win streak,
dismantling the Kings and T'Wolves in consecutive games
along the way. They showed that when they want to, L.A.
can put a beatdown on anyone.Kobe is playinglike an MVP
despite the court drama. Shag is his usual dominant self.
Payton seems content and secure in his role,and Malone is
as consistent as he's always been.
Thebottom line is, no team has four guys who can match
up with L.A.'s four stars. There are only a few big guards/
small forwards who can go toe-to-toe withKobe, and most
of them are either sidelined for the rest of the year (Allen
Iverson,Tracy McGrady) or their teams have no shotof even
gettingthe chance to face the Lakers in the postseason(Paul

Saturday.April 10th
Softball vs. Western Oregon (away)
Track & Field @ UPS ShotwellInvitational (away)
KyokushinKarate 3-5 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Monday. April 12th
Softball vs. Saint Martin's (away)
Conditioning 5-6 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
Yoga 5-6 p.m. @Connolly Quiet Room
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Center

Hip Hop 7-8 p.m. @Connolly Classroom

Pierce, Vince Carter, Leßron James).
Even at age 35,Payton is still one of thebest point guards
in the League.And althoughMalone,40, is no longer one of

the premier players in the League,he's still strongand savvy
enough to holdhis own with thebest forwards out there.
And then there's Shag. If he's not the best player in the
game,at the very leasthe'sin the top three withTim Duncan
and Garnett. Therehas neverbeen a center who can handle a
healthy and motivated Shag, and those who came close
(Hakeem Olajuwon, Alonzo Mourning) areretired.
So whilemany teams can match up with L.A. at one position, and some at two and evena few at three, no one can
matchall four.
And don't forget the roleplayers. The team gets solid contributions from veterans Rick Fox,Devean George, Derek
Fisher and BryonRussell, whocome upbig when they have
to but won't cost you games either. The younger guys, like
StanislavMedvedenko and KareemRush,aresolid.AndLuke
Walton is the best passer in the 2003-04 rookie class, which
includes Mr. Court Visionhimself, Leßron James.
So ignore anyone who tries to tell you differently. No matter how loud Stephen A. Smith yells, no matter how long
Bill Walton drones, no matter how many points Fred Carter
makes, no matter how sensible the rest of the expertsseem,
don't believe the hype. Just like with UConn, the easypick
at the beginning will turn out to be the right pick in the end.

Tuesday. April 13th
Jazzercise 7:15-8:15 a.m. @ Connolly Classroom

I

Conditioning 4:30-5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom
KyokushinKarate 7:30-9 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
KungFu 6-7:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room
Boxing 6-7 p.m. @ Connolly Classroom

Wednesday. April 14 th
Spinning 6-7 p.m. @Connolly Center

Incredißall 12:05-12:35 p.m. @ Multiuse Room
Yoga 4:30-5:30 p.m. @ Connolly Quiet Room

Hip Hop 5:30-6:30 p.m. @Connolly Classroom
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Week-long fundraiser helps Habitat for Humanity
Maggie Gyben
Staff Writer
Youmay or may not have heard ofit

before,but this unique organization has a

club right here on campus-just under your
nose. It's Habitat for Humanity, and
March 8 to March 12 marked a week full
of interesting events and fundraisers.
The club on campus is part of a
greater,international ministry that seeks to
provide moreaffordable housing for those
who might not be able to purchase a home
otherwise.
Millard andLinda Fuller founded the
organization in 1976. Since then, Habitat
for Humanity hasprovided housing for
more than 750, 000 people, first in the
United States, and now also in a total of 92
countries.
Volunteers jointogether and build
houses for families that are sold at no profit.

The state of Washington is an active Paul Chiocco,Director of Resource
Development for Mercy Housing, welpart of the ministry. Thereis a building
Yakima,
WA
comed SU students andother interested
project set to take place in
citizens in a speech about his organization
over this spring break, and some of the
Habitat members at Seattle Universityplan whose mission is similar to that ofHabitat
for Humanity.
on offering their help.
working
Wednesday was shelter in the Quad,
"Iamlookingforward to
in
Habitat set up a
break,"
Yakima over
plywood shelter in
Galligan,
a
saidKatie
the northeast corner
nursing
freshman
Humanity has of
the quad to
major atthe university.
visually
more
educate
housing
"Iheardabout Habitat
students
about
Humanity's
SU
for
than 750,000 people.
possible living
chapter here througha
conditions of
friend."
Habitat for Humanity Week washeld families that Habitat for Humanity assists.
Thursday,the last scheduled day for
to raise awareness and to gather funds for
Habitat Week, was the Habitat for Humansuch projects as the one that will provide
ity Carnival in the Campion Ballroom.
homes in Yakima.
Attendees could buy 20 tickets for $5.
Monday from 5-7p.m., the club
"Iwon the fishinggame andnamed
sponsored a "Build a House" contest in the
fish,
Lounge.
Tuesday,speaker
Fish!" exclaimed freshman
my
Student Center

Habitat for
provided

for

psychologymajor Brianne Vanderlinden.
Besides the Ring Toss for Fish, the
tickets could also be redeemed for a Threelegged Race, Bean Bag Toss,Food Walk,
Limbo, Balloon Dart Toss, Pie Throwing,
Parking Space Raffle, and Face Painting.
For one ticket you could have a friend or
foe but in Jail (bail was 1 ticket).
Even withall the fun, games, and
refreshments the real purpose of the night
was not far from carnival goers' minds.
"Mostly we just came down here to
donate," says Vanderlinden.

Habitat for Humanity Week wasboth
an entertainingand educating experience.
If you wouldlike to learn more about
Habitat for Humanity on-campus chapter,
you can contact Phuong Luu at
luun@seattleu.edu. You can also visitthe

Habitat for Humanity International
website: www.habitat.org,or call their
local affiliate at (206) 292-961 7.

Habitat for Humanity collaborates with Mercy Housing
Kate White

Staff Writer
It's a big problem, a small organization, and a simple mission.
"Weneed to be able to provide more
affordable housing," saidPaul Chiocco,
Director of Resource Development for
Mercy Housing, anational non-profit
organization dedicated to providing
affordable, service-enriched housing for
the economically poor.
Chiocco spoke to a small group of
students onTuesday at a Soup with
Substance event sponsored by Habitat.
His enthusiasm and call for help left
students with a better understanding of just
how large the problem of homelessness is
and just how mucheach individual is able
to help.

"Ninety-five million people had
housing problems in 2001, which includes
high cost, overcrowding, poor quality,and
homelessness," said Chiocco. "Housing is
a basic human right."
He also says that housing is an issue
of justice, one that many people are

affected by.

"It is unjust that people would be
paying more than 30persent of their

income on housing."
That's where Mercy Housing comes
in.
Thenational organizationprovides

affordable housing for 2,800 residents in
Washington state alone.
"At least half of them are children
under 17," said Chiocco.
Candidly, he provided the storiesof
some ofMercy Housing's residents, like

that of single momof two who had
bounced around couches and shelters until
she found Mercy Housing.
"She was able to find stability and
resources in our housing and then move
out on her own."
Mercy is unique in that it not only
provides affordable, quality housing,but
also provides services like after-school
programs, internet access, and case
management to helpresidents get ahead.
Mercy's 1,200 units are part of
smaller individual housing communities,

some of which are, Hillside Gardens and
Eliza McCabe town-homes in Tacoma, and
Sterling Meadows in Bellingham.
Chiocco left students with a call to
continue to help solve the problems of
housing and homelessness.
"We all have to be cooperating on
this together. If we continue to work on it,
wecan develop more affordable housing
for more people,"he concluded.
Mercy Housingis always lookingfor
volunteers to help with their service
programs. Tolearn more, visit:
www.mercyhousing.org, or call the local

branch at 206-838-5700.
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Edwardo Zavala connects SU's
Trek with Mexican communities
through the Esperanza program.

Mexico Mission Trek
Photosprovided by ElisaHuerta-Enochian.

Families help each other build
homes as well as community.

Dan Moriarty, Paul Milan and Mariah Hill visit Consuela's
house, which they built in Dec. 2002.

Children take part in community building.

Belize Trip
A 10 day trip of sendee andeducation.

Katherine Klauser and John Gonzalez get acquianted with community members.

Students learn in a packed classroom at
Blake Hodgin

Two girls clean up their home.

Brian Johnson

St. Martin's School.

Nathan Canney poses with student.
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Diary of
an elitist
Melissa M. Erickson
/W Manager

It's no stretch to say Iconsider
myself a "movie elitist." My DVD
collection consists of 'artsy' movies, eccentric dramas, critic darlings, and, of course, independent
movies I'm sure half of you have
never heard of. Pi, Requiemfor a
Dream, Mulholland Dr....sound
familiar? Maybe to some, but they
don't achieve the same familiarity
that BadBoysIIgenerates.
In their distinctiveness lies the
one limitation of my elitism: these
are all "thinking"movies. They require you to use your brain, open
your heart and pay attention.
But lately, with movies, it seems
I've had a steady diet of filet mignon; now all Iwant is a 99-cent
cheeseburger.
admit it: Ienjoy fluffy movBeing a movie elitist can betiring andultimatelyunsatisfying, and
everyoneneeds at least onehorrible
moviethat's superficially entertaining(e.g., The Other Sister) in their
collection. After all, aren't movies
made to entertain?
Who cares if the script is cliche,
the acting rivals Mariah Carey's in
Glitter, or the plotline is worse than
From Justin to Kelly? The main
questions cinema enthusiasts

t'll.

shou\daskare,"Was\entertained?"
"Did Ihave fun?" Some ofthe
ost terrible films ofall time will
entertain you the most. Icall them
my "guiltypleasures," but I'mstarting tonot feel soguilty about them.
And yes, that same elitistdisease
saturates my musical tastes. Ilove
bands that are relatively underground, the ones people haven't
heard of. There are perks to my se-

fid

lectiveness: cheaper CDs, smaller
concert venues,etc.However, with

these perks come egotism, pride,
and ridiculous amounts of self-importance.

The ultimate elitist nightmare
occurred to me in the form of
Jimmy Eat World's most recent release, Bleed American.I've been a
devoted, slightly obsessive fan of
theirs since Clarity, which was
reminiscent of Weezer'sPinkerton.
And similar to Weezer, Jimmy Eat
World followed up theirbest album
with a tribute to pop music.And as
theirmainstreamhit,"TheMiddle"
was being heard everywhere, it
broke my heart to hear, "Haveyou
heard of this new band,Jimmy Eat
World?"
Like I've said, cinema and music elitism is a hard, limiting and
often illogical stigma. Before you
make fun of a new fluffy movie,
embrace it as a simple, two-hour
escape from reality.Before you ask
someone is a 'real' fan of your
band, be thankful that
someone's supporting themso they
can keep cranking out the tunes.
I've finally accepted that some
people will neverrecognize the existence of non-mainstream bands.
And alongside 21grams peacefully
restsSweetHomeAlabama and The
Princess Diaries. I'mhappy to say,
without reservation,that they'renot

«

goinganywhere.
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Whole Ten Yards comes up short, only makes 91/2
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Kevin Curley
Staff Writer

techsecurity system, includinganarsenalof
the film thatmakethe audience laugh for a
weaponsthat rivalsRambo's hidden closet All
second and then asquick asit came, wasgone
is quiet until a relativeofoneofTudeski's
with the continuingplot. Although these short
The Whole Ten Yards, openingin theatres victims finds out that the'Tulip" fakedhis own segments were pointless, theyprovided filler for
death.
thedull,dragging,monotonousplot that you
Friday, is the sequel toWarner Bros.Pictures'
hit,
Jimmy is constantly criticizedfor
2000 The WholeNine Yards. Ten Yards
wishedwouldclimax,butnever does.
becoming
Stewart-type
Jimmy
asappy,Martha
TheWhole Ten Yards provides a good
reunites Bruce Willis asretiredhit man
outing
husband He coddles hispetchickens and sobs movie
for those diehardfans ofBruce
"The Tulip"TudeskiandMatthew Perry ashis
Willis,Matthew Perry or the first movie, The
to Oz abouthislifein adrunkenbar scene. Jill
quirky friend/ex-neighborNicholas "Oz"
Oseransky, D.D.S.The sequel repeatsthe same questions herrelationship with Jimmy,
WholeNine Yank.
that
was
on-again,off-again
especially
humor
the fact thathehas takena sabbatical
Themovie doeshave its funny
type of
with
killing.
goalong
predictfilm,
from
But
to
the
moments
that remind youof the first film
evident in thefirst
but leavesaudiences
ableplot,Jimmy returns tohishit-manrole
and some ofthe Chandler moments that
struggling toget through the boring parts.
Matthew Perry is known forinFriends.
The Whole Ten Yards seamlessly picks up whenOz visits him inMexico andreports that
wherethe first film ended andalsogives some
his wife,whois also Jimmy's ex-wife,Cynthia,
Besides thebrief moments that the
hasbeenkidnappedby LazloGogolak (Kevin
audiencemembers are exposed to Willis'
background information to those audience
Pollak). Gogolak, brother ofJanni Gogolak, the backside, the film is a clean,non-thinking
members whomissed The WholeNine Yards.
Tudeski (Willis) is livingin a beautifulMexican aforementioned victimofthe'Tulip" in thefirst comedy thatcanbe characterized as a classic
film,has recently beenparoled andis looking to matinee flick for a rainy springday.
bungalow onthe beach, cookingroasts for
My advice: save yourmoney,experidinnerand trying toget hisnew wife Jill,played avenge thedeathofhisbrother andkill Jimmy.
The plotis predictablebut the characters, ence the wonderful outdooractivities in
byAmanda Peet,her first killasanassassin.Oz
especially Willis and Perry,make itinteresting.
Seattle and wait untilitis released at your
andhis wife, Cynthia(NatashaHenstridge),
Pollack delivers numerousmoments throughout local video store.
have settleddownin anewhouse with a high-

Tortured Soul eases the mind with soulful accents
Kyle Ford
Managing editor

doingsomething wrongbecause his
baby hasbeengone so long.
Every track on thealbum is
Opening with astandardhouse danceable soulmusic backedby a
band that sounds much larger than
beat, TorturedSoul's first full length
threemembers.
albumIntroducing TorturedSoul
While the albumpops with
quickly proves tobe anythingbut
beats,
dance
thebandis put together
standard.Vocals on the first track, "I
jazz
comprised ofa
like
a
trio
MightDoSomething Wrong," slowly
drummer,
electric
bass playerand
lift the songoutof the regulardance
keyboardplayer.
TorturedSoul
experiencesolidly
trackinto a soulful
accomplishes something most House
placing you intothe tortured
DJs dream 0f live performance.
experienceof aman contemplating

...

Mixing club soundslike afro-beat
andsamba througha lens ofjazzy
house andAmerican soul,Tortured
Soul pulls off a great album that
flows from dancemusic andends on
a rathermellow note.
Theband was conceivedby
drummer, singer and songwriter
ChristianUrich known as the
founder andleader of theband
Cooly'sHot Box. With thedrums
holding thedancebeat, thesouland
funk rhythms coming fromBassist

-

Making
Connections: Gain the EdgeT
ICf
ICf
(^^JYlplOn 6allrOOm

JasonKriveloff,give the bandits tight
andjazzybottom end. Rounding out
the soundisEthan White on the
keyboard,addingrhythmic and
soulful accents toproduce arich
texture.If you can appreciategood
music andrhythmic variations,you'll
love TorturedSoul.
The twomost compelling
songs on thealbum are"Why" and
"YouFoundA Way,"not just for the
fantastic danceable music but alsothe
great songwriting. "Why"is agreat

tune that every guy canrelate to about
being friends with awomanwhois
going out with someone badfor her.
"YouFoundA Way,"speaksofhow
someone can change your life.
Anexcellent party album,itis
evenly mixed, flows well fromtrack
to track and will definitely keepyour
guests moving. The downsideis that
TorturedSoul visitedSeattlein
November, so for now, theonly way
to experience theirbrand of"live
house"is toget the album.

Ho9tedb? *« Career Services Group
SeattleUniversity
http//www.seattleu.edn/student/cdc/carreerexpo

1:00 pm— 4:3o pm

All Graduate and Undergraduate Students!

CAREER EXPO 2004
Wednesday, April14, 2004
180 Solutions
Areva T&D
Atlantic Street Center
American Red Cross
The Boeing Company
CCS Fundraising
Children's Hospital and
Medical Center

Community Psychiatric
Clinic
Downtown Emergency
Service Center

EarthCorps

Johnson and Johnson

Girl Scout sTotem Council
Group Health Cooperative
Federal Bureau of

King County Library System US Army Recruiting
US Bank
Liberty Mutual

Enterprise Rent-a-Car

Investigation
Fremont Public Association
Honeywell International
House Values
Household Finance Corp
Intern.ll Revenue Service

Jesuit Volunteer Corps

Kenworth Truck Company

North Cascade National Park
Pacific Science Center
Peace Corps
Pfizer, Inc.
Port of Seattle
Russell Investment Group
Safeco Insurance
Smith Barney

Softchoice
Triad Associates
US Customs andBorder
Patrol
US Marine Corps
US Navy Recruiting Team
Washington Mutual Bank
WA Society of CPAs
Wells Fargo Financial
and more... M
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WEEICEfUPDATE
Allquestions, comments or concerns canbemade at ext. 6382 or honours@seattleu.edu!

Join ASSU as we present Fr.

Sundborg withthe new official
Seattle University Ring!

dwemmswm
WANTED:
CAPTAINS TO START

WALKAMEMCA TEAMS!

April 12
8:30-9 a.m. at the
Student Center Hearth

WHEN: April 24, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
WHERE: Seahawks Stadium
TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED,
FREE BREAKFAST, IOK WALK,
FREE GIVE-AWAYS, TONS OF FUN!

If you want to order your ring Jostens
will be present to take orders.

For more information contact Mike
Fitterer at fitterm@seattleu.edu or at
(206) 617-2488. More details are
online at students.seattleu.edu/clubs/
marchofdimes

Sophomore and Alumni Reception

Got to Do
What's
Love
in
Your
Future"
"Invest

With it?

April 20, 6-8 p.m.
in the Leßoux Conference Room

Come to this co-ed, confidential, interactive forum in which you may air questions and concerns about love and relationships, and gain support, practical
knowledge and understanding.

Come meet with professionals in a range of fields. Practice networking
skills and learn about life after graduation. A light buffet dinner will be
provided! Casual-professional attireis appropriate.

Mondays from 4-5:30 p.m., in the
Counseling Center- Room 120,
Student Center Pavilion.

RSVP to Heather Dragland at Ext. 2261 or

dragland@seattleu.edu

For more information contact Dr.Linda
Young at (306) 296-6090 or at
Lyoung@seattleu.edu

This event is brought to you by The Sophomore Class Council, Center for
Student Success and Alumni Relations Office

EVENTS
AND ACTIVITIES COUNCIL
STUDENTstudent
center 350 (across from the Bistro, next to ASSU)
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SEAC WEEK
April 14

April IS

Study Break

Coffee House

April 16

Movie Night

with

"Quad Bazaar"

Dave

in the Quad
ifrain in C-street
from
11 a.m. 2 p.m.

Tamkin

-

in the Bistro
at 7 p.m.

April 17

Late Night
presents

'

"City of
God"
in the Bistro
at 7 p.m.

Troy Thirdgill
at 7 p.m.
in the Bistro
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MARKETPLACE
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Classifieds
00. For Sale
00. Help Wanted
00. Volunteers

400. Service
500. For Ren
600. Misc.

Summer Nanny, bilingual
English/Spanish, needed for
yo girl starting July 6.
7
Office Clerk - TheDiabetes Tues - Fri. 9-5.
Car reClinical Research Unit
quired. Interest in elemen(DCRU) at the Benaroya
tary education a plus. Close
Research Institute is seeking to UW.
Call Nancy, evean individual to assist
nings, 526-9051.
ClinicalResearch Coordinators with study set up.
Work Study Volunteer
Duties include material
Intake
Coordinator propreparation, mailings,
labeling, delivery andpick- vide information about the
up of recruitment materials, Fremont Fair and its many
fun events;register indianswering phones, data
viduals and groups for their
entry and databasemaintevolunteer shift; manage
nance. Mustpossess strong
database. Reg: being
attention to detail, solid
computer skills (MS Office, eligible for Work Study;
combination of 2 yrs cole-mail), basic office skills
lege & human service work
and a willingness to learn.
exp; strong communication
Medical knowledge or
skills;prior volunteer exp &
science background preability
to work some eveferred. This is a part time
position (less than 19 hours/ nings & weekends. PT,
week). Submit resumes to: $10.85/hr. For more info or
jobs@benaroyaresearch.org application,see us at theSU
Job Fair on 4/14. Apply at
The University of Washing- www.fremontpublic.org or
contact Lynda at 206-694ton State GEAR UP Project
-6825. Must complete FPA
is hiring mentors to work
application.
AA/EEO.
with middle/high school
students for the 2004 Sum600.Misc
mer Institute. Specified
weeks between June 14 and
August 13. Previous experi- ADVENTURE! Teach
ence working with kids a
English Overseas Job
must. Stipend equivalent to Guaranteed. TESOL Cert, in
$10.28/hr. Submit cover
5 days,or online corresp.
letter and resume by April
FREE Seminar:Mar.11 @
20. For info, email Bruce
12p.m. & 7p.m. Best WestWynn at wynnb@u.wash
ern Inn, 200 Taylor Aye. W.
ington.edu. No phone calls
1-800-270-2941.

200. Help Wanted
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180s°l utions

180solutions: A Great Place to Work!
Exciting, growing, forward thinking, hip, cool, rewarding
180solutions is anonline search marketing company that was established in 1999. We arelocated in
Bellevue, Washington and havebeen inbusiness for 5 years.We areprofitable, made it through the
dotbomb of 2000, and were recently named by the Puget SoundBusinessJournalz% one of the fastest
growingprivately held companiesin the state.

r

accepted.

The Spectator
For Advertising Information:

At 180solutions, we are an incredibly optimistic and motivated group of uniqueindividuals who
- thrive in a
fast paced environment wherecontributions arevalued. We're hands-on, results-driven stars not your
traditional "corporate" drones! In the online search marketingindustry, our technology is revolutionary, our
customer serviceis exceptional, andour camaraderie is extraordinary!
We are looking for recent collegegraduates to joinour rapidly growingsales team. Come visit us at the April
14* Career Expoin the CampionBallroom at Seattle University to find more information on the job
opportunitiesthat wehave tooffer. We are seekingsomeone whois looking for a career,not a job. With
the right attitude, serious motivation, anda drive to succeed; the opportunities to move up within the
company are endless. Please email your resume to: salesjobs@lBosolutions.com.

Looking for scary smart individuals who are also really c001...
3600 136TH PLACE SE BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON 98006

P 425.279.1200 F 425.279.1199 www.lBosolutions.com

Phone:
(206)

Fax:
(206)

adinfo@seattku.

296-6474

296-6477

edu

E-mail:
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Degrees won't protect you

Editorial
Ever since the 9/11 Report: Joint CongressionalInquiry report
hit the media, several questions have been raised in an attempt to
find out what went wrong.
Unfortunately it appears that all themedia and possibly the government wants to do is to assign blame. The fact of the matter is
there probably isn't any one person to blame for the action (or
inaction) of governmentagencies. Tobe sure mistakes were made
andmore than likely one mistake led to another which led to another which compounded over thecourse of weeks,but it's time to
say the attacks on Sept. 11, 2001, were horrible, we're sorry for
your loss and we'll not let it happen again.
As President Bush succinctly put it, "Had we had the information that was necessary to stop an attack, I'd have stopped the
attack...lf we'd known that the enemy was going to fly airplanes
into our buildings, we wouldhave done everythinginour power to
stop it."
In fact, hours and days after the attacks most news agencies were
calling the tragic events unimaginable. Who would have thought
that people would sacrifice their lives in that manner, using our
own commercial aircrafts against us?Until the moment that it happened, such a thing was unfathomable to the general public.
Ifsucha thing was unthinkable in your mind, why do people feel
it would be any more apparent in any other human's thoughts?
Another question to ask is why this issue is gaining so much
publicity now? Why not a year ago, closer to when the attacks
occurred?Is Congressjust gettingaround to investigating the9/11
attacks or was the investigationongoing and the findings are just
being released? If that were the case why are people still being
summoned to testify? Perhaps this is another election year ploy, it
doesn't matter whois pulling the strings on thisissue. Could itbe
another tactic byPresident Bush todivert attention away from something he doesn't want the generalpublic to pushhim on? Or is it a
Democratic ploy to discredit thePresident inan election year?I'm
sure conspiracy theorists abound on both sides of the fence.
Thereal issuein the 9/11 inquiry is discovering what went wrong
and making sure it doesn't happen again. This means taking an
objective view all the facts leadingup to the fateful day and seeing
what happened. Itmay be that there are no concrete answers like
the ones found during the inquiry into the attacks on Pearl Harbor
where aNavy pettyofficer reported the impending attacks but since
there was no national agency at the time to report it to, the warnings went unnoticed. Unlike Pearl Harbor, there was a national
agency looking for any possible immanent attacks. Unfortunately,
the terrorist organization knew someone was watching and took
steps to hide itself.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists

MichaelInocencio
Spectator Columnist
My mother left the Philippines in
the 19705, during a time ofmartial
law,massive corruption, and political instability. Like many before
andafter her, she was in search of
the elusive American dream. She
came here for opportunity. Oddly
enough, after years of continuing
education,her dream finally translated into being a computer programmer. Sadly, that dreamhas deferred and turnedinto an American
nightmare for many.
The irony of my mother's story
andthe stories ofmany othersis that
the countries from which they
fled— lndia,China,the Philippines,
—
Russia,etc. to come to theUnited
States are now the countries that
manyU.S.andBritishcorporations
turn to for outsourcing work.
Adding to this conundrum is organizedlabor groups that complain
about immigrants coming to the
U.S. and take jobsaway, the Internethas allowed all ofthese jobsto
bedoneremotely,makingcorporations less accountable. Why import
workers when you can export jobs
and saveevenmorecapital? You cut
out the fat by avoiding stringent
domestic employment laws and
visa paperwork.
And in recent years, the jobsbeing "offshored" have expandedout
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of their limits to traditional manufacturing. Customer service and
computer programming positions,
and more recently, journalists and
researchers, are added to the list of
jobs that canbe shipped abroad to
cut costs. A recent example is the
announcement by Reuters of
outsourcing on financial reporting
onU.S.companies to India.
The San Jose MercuryNews reports that 300,000 of the 2.5 million jobslost since 2001 can be attributed to offshoring. The scales
should tip even more in years to
come. Many argue that offshoring
keeps U.S.companies competitive
and viable,providing a platform for
better payingjobs for Americans in
the long run.Many also argue that
reactionary sentiment to offshoring
is alarmistand myopic. But this argument is just not the truth and
mostly a mantra chanted by those
who benefit from offshoring the
most: upper executives, corporationsandlucrative offshoring firms.
Since the current administration
has been in power, the group hit
hardest by the loss of employment
has been college graduates. This
shouldbecause forconcern for current students who are relying on
education as their springboard. It
should be even greater concern if
numbers onnewjobcreation arereflecting mostly lower echelon positions.Ofcourseone canarguethat
vending coffee at Starbucks isn't
dignified work for the recent grad,

cally,ifthe administrationsays it's
good for theAmerican people, you
shouldhave the naturalinclination
to believe the opposite. You want
real news that differs from the propaganda weare fed? Believe everything that this crummy administration tells you is an outright lie. It
will saveyouthehours ofdeciphering C-SPAN that will only make
you want to gouge your eyes out.
Save the TV time forbetter distractions like "Chappelle's Show" on
Comedy Central.
As the "War on Terror" stretches
past its one-yearanniversary, what's
next for the good working people
of America? We have the death of
55,000 Iraqis— labeled "collateral
damage," 500+ U.S. soldiers dead,
and anexcess ofSI50billion spent
on this debacle. How about if we
cut overtime and outsource more
jobsabroad?On the homefront, we
have an economy that is anemic in
the eyes of the workforce, but opportunistic for the corporate sector
that willdo what's necessary to expandgrowth. The current administration, withits agendaof tax breaks
for the rich and opening of trade
floodgates, appears to have forgotten the interests of the people it is
supposed to protect.
Reality bites and all the skewed
research on employment figures
will not quell the real problem of
unemployment.Economies are cyclical andit wouldbeshort-sighted
to ignore this fact. But many have

—

but1 wouldimaginethatone's goal been out of work for months and
ineducationis not forsuch and per- evenyears.
haps only a stopping point onto
You cannot live the dream ifyou
are stalled in survival mode.
greater things.

Itis stillunclear how serious the
effects of outsourcing are in an
economy that is faltering for so
many other reasons. One way to
approach this issue is to give it the
Administration litmus test. Basi-

MichaelInocenciois afirstyear

Master 's ofPublic Administration
student. Sendfeedback to
inocenm@seattleu.edu

Letters to the Editor

of Erica Terence,

KyleFord andAustinBurton. Signedcommentaries reflect
the opinions of the authors andnot necessarily of
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As the founder oftheSUReview,
I
believe that whencolumnists write
hate literature against the Review,

it is our duty to fight back.
S. Arsalan Bukhari's column
("ReviewingSUReview,"3- 11-04)
counts as hate literature. Such attacks mustbemet withthe full force
oftruth. And here's myresponse:
Lie #/: "A part'ofthe definition
'conservatism is keeping with
tradition...and dislike reform and
to
progressespecially iftheselead
"
the passingofnew laws.

for

Wrong. Bukhari spins the word

conservatism to be synonymous
with fundamentalism. Far from it.

Conservatives respect traditionbecause they believethat wisdomand
experience are good tools for public policy. To conservatives, traditionis aset ofJudeo-Christian val—
ues or natural law whichis comprehendedinthe Declaration ofIndependence. Public policies and
prejudices are not tradition,they are
our attempts to practice our tradition of ideals into everyday life.
Republicans are all forchange and
progress,if itis based upon the tra-

dition of virtue, liberty, and self- tics is about: the advancement of a
certain group'sphilosophy through
government.
You should also know that the government. Liberals believe huRepublican Party was founded man nature is malleable and mate—
upon the abolition of slavery the rialist;hence the emphasis on abor"tradition" of the American South. tion, welfare programs,andUtopia.
Republicansrelied onthe Christian Conservatives believe human natradition of freedom anddignity to tureis static and spiritual; hence the
protection of life, freedom, and
break the "tradition" ofslavery.
Lie #2: "...Republicanpolicies morality.
arenot always in congruence with
This is what we mean when we
Christian values;often they arefla- use such labels; they reflect two
grantly
" incongruent with theseval- competing visionsofAmerica ona
philosophical level. So it is honest
ues.
Wrong again. In truth, Republi- to use suchlabels when wedescribe
cans are in total agreement with one'spolitics andhence philosophy.
Finally, on a writer's note, your
Christian values: pro-life, pro-traditional marriage, pro-morality, constant and distracting use of
pro-abstinence,pro-God,etc. There French words ("cause celebre")
is a high "no duh" factor involved and fancy words ("perspicacious")
here.
demonstrates two things:
Lie#5: "/ believe that using ei1)Youare intellectually insecure
labels,
"conto use big words to make
perilous
ther of these
andneed
"
"
servative or "liberal, is tanta- yourself feel better, 0r...
2) Yousuffer from chronic intelmount to disregarding the fact that
our country's citizenry has politi- lectual masturbation and enjoy evcal views as diverse as the issues eryopportunity to stroke yourmind.
which weface, neither ofthese two
Either way,do SU readers an inlabels can wholly encompass "the tellectual favor: wipe your hands
aggregationofa person's view.
and keep your writingshort, sweet,
Wrong for thelasttime. When we and to the point. AuRevoir.
use "conservative" and "liberal,"
they represent twokinds of deeplyMark Bonicillo,c/o 2003
held beliefs— which is what poliSUReview Founder
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Steroid controversy Insane killers should
only hurts pro baseball get the death penalty
testing? I
feel that this is not as significant
ofan issue as everybody is making it out to
be.
Just lookingat old picturesof former major leaguer Jose Canseco, who admitted in
2002 to taking steroids, any person could
tell he wason steroids.Ineverdoubtedthat
professional athletes use steroids or other
types of performance-enhancing drug.If it
is that significant ofan issue, why not make
the professional athletes help pay for the
testing of high school athletes?
ilike professional athletes, whosemoion for taking steroids would include
endorsements and large contracts, college
scholarships are the prize for younger athletes,and football is probably the most comcollege sports for scholarships.
CAA Division 1-A football playcare less about getting a degree;
ik at Maurice Clarett, the former
Ohio State University running back. High
school football players know that getting to
the right school ultimately means getI ting the right exposure to get the most
money. There are
117 Division 1-A
less a football teams, and
approximately 25
full-tuition paid
a
scholarships
to see is
are
available per school
each year to high
school seniors. So
approximately 2,925
scholarships are available to high school seniors.
So if there's a way to get that edge, an
athlete will take it any way he or she can.
Steroids are not the real problem; what high
schoolathletessee is somebody a coupleof
years older than they are making millions
ofdollars toplaya game.Ifan athlete wants
to destroy his well-being by taking a drug
that will take years off of his life, then let
him.Who amIto judgeanother person?All
thatpersonis doing is putting food on their
table, and for most of them that is the one
thing they are goodat.
William Hurd is a sophomore social work
major. Sendfeedback to
hurdwl@seattleu.edu
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William Hurd

StaffPhotographer

Thereis a certain flavoreach spring when
the Major League Baseball season starts.
This year, it's steroids.
Like all performance-enhancing drugs,
steroids havebeen aroundbaseballfor some
time now.And in the past couple of years,
everyone from MLB Commissioner Bud
Selig to the U.S. Congress has gotten involved in trying to
prevent steroiduse i
major
among
you ask the average
leaguers.
opinion,
But ifyou ask the
average fan their
opinion, they probably couldn't care
is getting
less if a player is
they want
getting juiced up.
All they care about good
game.
is seeing a good (
baseball game.Tl
know that 1go to games to see something
special happen, as do other fans. When a
home runis hit, all40,000fans feelthesame
emotion. This steroid situation has only
brought turmoil and controversy to the game.
Congress is looking into banning the designer steroidTHG.But even if theyaccomplish that goal, all that's going to happenis
somebody else will make another musclebuilding drug that will take the place of
THG. It'sjust anendless cycle.
But thisis not all aboutthe MLB players.
Rather, it's about those wholook up to athletes, the Little Leaguers and high school
athletes. Why is Congress even involved?
For the kids. That's right; showing them
what's right and wrong. How exactly will
the public schools pay for more extensive

R'all

fan

If

they probtheir
ably couldn't care
if
player
juiced up.
All
baseball

AustinBurton
Opinion Editor
Last spring, Iused this space to argue for
executing murderers, even if they were
proven tobeinsane basically calling for an
end to the "not guilty by reason of insanity"
plea. Andin the past,Ihaveused these pages
to argue for the death penalty in general, for
murderers both sane andinsane.
From those arguments, I have received
some interestingfeedback. Onereadercalled
me 'barbaric,' while another suggested that I
am mentally illmyself. Someone talkedabout
my 'obvious ignorance' and said Ibelonged
in the Nazi party. That same person asked
how life in the "New ThirdReich" was. Another readerasked whyI
hadso much "coldness and hate" in my heart and wondered
about my "total lack of compassion."
During all of this, no one ever told me I
was right. So apparently, the majority of the
public agrees that mentally ill killers should
not besubject to the deathpenalty. To themI

—

tion. She won't evenhave to spend a day in
jail.Does that soundbalanced? Call me what
you want,but Ihave a serious problem with
that, and you should too.
During the trial,Laney's attorneys argued
that insanity was the only reason why a
deeplyreligious mother whohomeschooled
herchildren would killtwoof themand maim
another without so much as a tear. All five
mental health experts who testified, including two for the prosecution,concluded that a
severementalillness caused her to havepsychotic delusions that rendered—her incapable
of knowingright from wrong the standard
in Texas for insanity. Psychiatrists testified
that Laneybelieved she was chosen by God
to killher children as a test of faith, and then
serve as a witness after the world ended.
And sadly, 12 equally crazy jurors let her
gofree.Thejury decided Laneydidnot know
right from wrong.Nowif that were the case,
why did shecall 911 after her act?
But that's beside the point. Even if Laney
didn't know it was wrong to put a rock
through her one-year-old son's face, leaving
him near death inhis crib (andthat was the
least gruesome ofher crimes),so what? Why
does her being crazy let her off the hook?
Iwould think most killers are crazy. Jeffrey Dahmer, Charles Manson, Gary
Ridgeway...all of them were nuts. But why
should that keepthem out of jail or spare them
execution? At the point where our legal system says, "Take 'em to the hospital," Isay,
"Strap 'em up and pull the switch."
Instead, Laney will be committed to a
maximumsecurity statehospital, and medi-

caievaluations will dictatewhen she will be
offer this true story:
—
On May 9, 2003 Mother'sDay weekend, released. Oh man, what a punishment!
Not tosound like TonySoprano,but someactually — Deanna Laney,a wife andmother
ofthree stoned two of her sons to death and one has got to go. Someone has to pay for
severely maimed the third. Last week, she littleJoshuaandLuke beingdead. Thesekids
was found not guilty of capital murder and werebrutally attacked by the oneperson they
serious injury to a child by reason of insanity probably lovedand trusted the most. Can you
imagine what was goingthroughtheir minds,
in a Texas court.
Laneyclaimed God orderedher to bash in lookingup at their mother at that moment?
the heads ofher sons, 8-year-old Joshua and Someone has to pay for leavingKeith Laney
6-year-old Luke. The baby, Aaron, just one childless.And right now,the onlyperson who
has to pay is the doctor who has to hear this
year oldat the time, survived the assault.
Duringclosing arguments, the prosecutor crazy lady ramble about how she was justirecounted Joshua's killing: "He gotstrikeaf- fied in what she did.
AmIwrong? When the trade-off for murter strike after strike onhishead to the point
two kids and almost beating the life
dering
his
were
out
of
his
head
coming
that
brains
out
a
babyis a glorifiedhospital stay, someof
liquid."
like
ButDeannaLaney won'tbe facing execu- thingin our systemhas failed.

The politics of sharing bodily fluids
Syndrome(SARS). In this microbial "soup" that welive in,new discoveries meannew risks.
After a check of my blood's iron
The ritual begins with a phone count, a test of mybody's temperacall from a stranger asking to set ture, and a measure of my blood
up an appointment. The meeting pressure and pulse, I'm off to the
place is the same, one ofseveral lo- donation chairs— for a short donacations around Puget Sound.
tion sessionof wholeblood or a 90Once there, Iam asked a series
100-minute session for platelets.
of questions. "In thelast 12 months
If truth be told, donating blood
have you: Had a tattoo, acupunc- and platelets has become a pretty
ture,ear piercing, or bodypiercing? common occurrence. Except for
Received a vaccination/immuniza- the unpredictable conversations,
tion or gamma globulin? Used most of the experiencehas become
cocaine nasally? Received a blood almost as banal as the plastictransfusion or organ/tissue trans- wrapped cookies and crackers afplant?" The questions get more terwards.
—
personal about family health isGrumpiness. The most recent
sues, current, medications, travel time I
got a call from a volunteer at
history, and sexual history. Then, thePuget Sound BloodCenter,Ianthere are as-yet unprintedquestions swered grumpily. Ididn't want to
(required by the FDA) related to donate. It didn'tfeelsomehow necmad cow disease, the West Nile vi- essary. Then,Ilookedoutside. On
rus and Severe Acute Respiratory second thought, it was a beautiful

Shalin Hai-Jew
Spectator Columnist

-

day, and a donation wouldbe a fine
way to share the grace of a sunlit
sky and a gentle breeze.
So Idrove over to a local donation center. The older volunteer

peered at me frombehind the desk.
"You're ready for a 9-gallon pin,
you know? If you ask the volunteer over at the kitchen, he has a
whole drawer-full of pins." We
bantered, and Iconfessed that I'd
been called but had been grumpy
in responding. "Oh, wecan't have
our donors grumpy. Happy donors
givehappyblood," she quipped. It
was like that "happy cows" commercial for California dairy products.

—

Rewards more thancookies and
juice. Ithink ofunplannedrewarding moments. One was when two
—
donors all 6-feet
youngfirst-time
—
of them were stretched out on the
floor at one ofthe donation centers.
They'dboth fainted. The amusing

sight of them has stayed with me
for years. Another rewarding moment was touring the basement of
this donation center to see where
blood was tested, storedand delivered to those inneed. Irecall a teen—
age college student of mme
who'd suffered through bouts of
cancer from when she was six
—
months old who told me what it
felt like to receive a blood transfusion, how the warmth spread
throughout her body.
Anoft-quoted statistic is that only
a small percentageof thoseeligible
todonatebloodorplatelets actually
do so. Not only that, Isee so many
youngpeople whotake themselves
out of this eligible pool by living
reckless lives, many without realizing therisks of their lives. Iknow
anecdotally that quite a few young
people get involved indrugs. They
will have had close contact with
someone with hepatitis or yellow

jaundice. They will have taken
Proscar, Propecia, Accutane,
Soriatane or Tegison. They will

have received insulin from cattle
(bovine insulin).
"Have you everused needles for
self-injection of drugs not prescribed by a physician, even once?
Have you takenmoney or drugs in
exchange for sex anytime since
1977? Have you had or have you
been treated for syphilis or gonorrhea within the last 12 months?" I
hope thatthose around can say"no"
down the lengthening line ofdonor

questions.
I hope that they're willing to
come forward when the call
emerges for crucial bodily fluids,
for someoneelse's sunny day.
Shalin Hai-Jew is a second-year
student in theEducational
Leadershipprogram.Send
feedback to haijes@seattleu.edu
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What breakfast cereal
best represents your
personality?
Compiledby William Hurd

"Cinnamon Toast Crunch, because I'm sweet and I'm good with
"
or without milk.
HOLLYALLAR, FRESHMANPRE-MAJOR
"FrostedFlakes because I'm Grrreeaatt!"
EMILY ARNGARDT,FRESHMANBIOLOGY
"
"Fruit Loops because I'mfruity.
-CHAD YAMAMOTO, SOPHOMOREBUSINESS/ECONOMICS
"
"I'm Rice Krispies because I'm expressive.
ALISE LESSARD,FRESHMANPOLITICALSCIENCE

-

"I'm too crazy for breakfast!"

-DEREK TOMASA, SENIOR COMMUNICATION

-

"The malt-o-meal version ofLucky
Charms because there is a lot in a little
Crispies
"Rice
because ifyou get me mad
bag and it's cheap. I'mpretty grainy, but
"
"
I'llsnap, crackle and pop yourface.
once in a while you get a special treat.
-CONNO PIERCE, FRESHMAN PRE-MAJOR -KRISTENJACKSON, FRESHMANPRE-MAJOR

"Waffle Crisp because they're sweet
" and

wholesome, just like me.
-EDDIE MIKASA,SOPHOMOREFINANCE

"The Costco Triple Pack
of Trix, Coccoa Puffs, and
Lucky Charms because I
have multiple personalities.

"

-TONYBIANCHI, FRESHMANHUMANITIES

"Com Flakes because they are boring
"
like me.
-NATHAN HEITZINGER,FRESHMAN
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

